Introduction
The Madelung fluid representation of the Schrödinger equation is an important tool, first created for interpreting quantum mechanics [1] , [2] and then realized as a quantum fluid model [3] and later as a proper tool for describing the semiclassical limit of envelope soliton equations of the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) type [4] , [5] . Here, we use it to generalize the NLS equation by extending the dispersion term. This generalization preserves the integrability and admits a special range of parameters with resonance soliton interactions. By dilatation of space coordinates, we show that the NLS equation is related to its dual resonance equation by a hyperbolic rotation. This dual model, the resonant NLS (RNLS) equation [6] , in addition to the Madelung form with a quantum potential term, can be rewritten for the drift velocity and becomes the Broer-Kaup system. In contrast to the trilinear form known for the Broer-Kaup model [7] , we obtain a bilinear form for describing soliton resonances of the Broer-Kaup system in this approach. In general, our approach allows constructing a resonance version and the corresponding Broer-Kaup-type representation for any envelope soliton equation. As an illustration, we construct a new modified BroerKaup model for the modified NLS (MNLS) equation.
Complex Burgers equation. In his first short communication in 1926 on the hydrodynamic interpretation of the Schrödinger equation [1], Madelung introduced the complex velocity field
where the imaginary part is interpreted as the electron velocity, which coincides with the Madelung-LandauLondon definition of the local mean velocity [8] 
where ρ = |Ψ| 2 and v q = ( /2m)∇ log ρ is the "quantum" or osmotic velocity. The system describing the Madelung fluid in quantum mechanics is
where v ≡ v q . Using complex velocity (1), we can write this system as the complex Burgers equation
for rotation-free motion, curl V = 0. This nonlinear equation is C-integrable in the sense of Calogero [9] , and using (1) as a complex version of the Cole-Hopf transformation [10] , [11] , we reduce it to the linear Schrödinger equation
Generalized Schrödinger equation.
The dispersive part of the energy density for this equation is a quadratic form in the velocities:
To construct most the general extension of the dispersion, we can follow the postulate of analytic mechanics [12] , where the kinetic term
is determined by a symmetric positive-definite quadratic form a ij with the generalized velocitiesq i , playing role of the Riemannian metric. We then generalize the dispersion
in terms of the two-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian metric or first fundamental form (E, F, G). This dispersion rewritten in terms of the wave function gives the nonlinear dispersive terms
Here, in addition to the standard linear dispersion, the second term represents the quantum potential contribution in form of the Fisher measure [13] . Auberson and Sabatier studied the linear Schrödinger equation with such a term [14] . The NLS equation with such a term was derived for the Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity in [6] , [15] , [16] and in plasma physics in [17] . The last two terms were introduced for a Hamiltonian generalization of the NLS equation by Malomed and Stenflo [18] and were studied for the resonance behavior in [19] . If we diagonalize dispersion term (8), then we obtain the standard linear dispersion
for the elliptic case g = EG − F 2 > 0 and the nonlinear dispersion
for the hyperbolic case g = EG − F 2 < 0, where ψ = √ ρe iS/ and
1.3. Scaling transformation as hyperbolic rotation of dispersion. Here, we consider dilatation of space coordinates applied to the above dispersions. Because of the normalization condition, the spatial coordinate scaling transformation x → x = e −α/2 x applied to the probability density ρ(x) implies [20] 
where β = α for spatial dimensions d = 1 and β = 3α for d = 3. The invariance of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations implies
Because of these relations, the velocities transform as
As a result, we obtain the hyperbolic rotation
involving both elliptic and hyperbolic dispersions (10) and (11) . Adding the nonlinear term to these dispersions, we introduce the two Hamiltonians
and
They generate evolutions in the two times t and τ ,
according to the corresponding NLS equation
and the RNLS equation
The scaling transformation then acts on these dual Hamiltonians as a Lorentz boost transformation:
where Λ = Λe −3α/2 for d = 1 and Λ = Λe −5α/2 for d = 3.
RNLS.
In one spatial dimension, Eq. (21) is just the cubic NLS equation, integrable for both signs of the coupling constant Λ [21] . Dual equation (22) is the RNLS equation ( = 1, m = 1/2),
for s = 2 [6] . For this value of s > 1, it reduces not to the usual NLS equation but to a reaction-diffusion (RD) system [15] . In this case, the model exhibits the resonance soliton phenomenon [6] , [16] . For s > 1, substituting ψ = e R−iS , passing to e + = e R+S and −e − = e R−S , and rescaling, we obtain the system
The Madelung form of this system (Λ = −2,
describes the propagation of long magnetoacoustic waves in a cold plasma of density ρ moving with the velocity u across the magnetic field [17] . Below, we show that RNLS equation (25) admits one more, non-Madelung hydrodynamic representation in the form of the Broer-Kaup and the classical Boussinesq systems [22] , [23] , which describe water wave propagation in a long narrow channel.
Coupled heat equation
System (26), (27) implies the conservation law
where the density is ρ = −e + e − . Using the identity ρ x = ρ(log e + ) x + ρ(log e − ) x , we can eliminate one of the velocities and obtain continuity equations for ρ that include only one field e + or e − . Combining with (26) or (27), we then obtain the independent system for e + and ρ,
and a similar system for e − and ρ with the time reversal t → −t. The first system describes the heat equation coupled to the "potential" ρ and the continuity equation, and the second is the system for the backward heat equation. These two systems are related by the transformation t → −t and e ± → e ∓ .
The system admits the reduction ρ ≡ 0 and therefore reduces to the heat equation. The simplest solution of the heat equation then implies the solution e + = e v 2 t/4−vx/2 , ρ = 0 of system (31), (32). It should be compared with the two-parameter dissipaton solution
Here, the density ρ is a traveling-wave soliton, and we have the dissipative soliton with a time-dependent amplitude for e + .
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman-type representation
Dividing (31) by e + and introducing the nonlinear change of variables A + (x, t) = 2 log e + (x, t), similar to the one first made by Schrödinger in 1926 [24] , we obtain the equivalent system
from system (31), (32). Equation (35) is well known in the theory of optimal stochastic control for continuous Markov processes and is called the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation in this context [25] . It is a dynamic programming equation whose solution is the minimum value of some action functional. In our case, we have HJB equation (35) 
For one-dissipaton solution (33), we have system solution
and ρ given by (34).
Broer-Kaup hydrodynamic representation
The heat equation is naturally related to the Burgers equation by the Cole-Hopf transformation. This implies introducing the velocity field v + = (log e + ) x , i.e., the drift velocity, and system (31), (32) then
This system is known as the Broer-Kaup system [22] , [23] . For v − = (log e − ) x , it implies the anti-BroerKaup system with the time reversal t → −t. For ρ = 0, the systems reduce to the corresponding Burgers and anti-Burgers equations.
For ρ = 0, from dissipaton solution (33), we obtain the shock soliton
and soliton (34) of system (39), (40). 
Classical Boussinesq representation
from ( 
Bilinear form and solitons
Representing the two real functions e + and e − in terms of three real functions g + , g − , and f , e ± = g ± 8/(−Λ)/f , we consider the bilinear system of equations
Any solution of system (44), (45) with
solves system (31), (32). The solution of Broer-Kaup system (39), (40) is
The solution of classical Boussinesq system (42), (43) is
6.1. One-and two-soliton solutions. The one-soliton solution of (44), (45) is given by g ± = ±e
, and e φ1,1 = (k 
and a soliton shape for the density ρ (see Figs. 1 and 2)
Introducing the parameters k ≡ (k
, we obtain solution (41). For classical Boussinesq system (42), (43), we have the kink-soliton solution
For the two-soliton solution, we have
where 
Bilinear equation (44) then reduces to the heat equation
This solution describes the fusion of two shock solitons.
Integrals of motion
Here, we find integrals of motion for Broer-Kaup system (39), (40) with the vanishing boundary conditions ρ → 0 as |x| → ∞. The first integral of motion is the mass, and it follows just from (40):
The momentum conservation law (ρv
implies the momentum integral
The energy conservation law
yields the energy integral
After Hirota's substitution, we have
For the one-soliton solution, we have the mass
the momentum
where
, and the energy
The resonance conditions M = M 1 + M 2 , P = P 1 + P 2 , and E = E 1 + E 2 computed with these integrals yield the velocity constraint
which reduces two-soliton solution (53) to the one-soliton solution.
Geometric representation
We introduce a pseudo-Riemannian metric in terms of the drift velocities [6] g 00 = ρv
For the RD system, this metric describes a pseudo-Riemannian surface of constant scalar curvature R = Λ. At a zero drift velocity, v + (x, t) = 0 or v − (x, t) = 0, this metric develops a horizon singularity and the black-hole-type picture [26] . This metric can be rewritten in terms of the Broer-Kaup hydrodynamics. For (39) and (40), we have
At the horizon, g 00 = 0 → v + = 0 or ρ x = ρv + , and for the one-soliton solution, we obtain
which admits two horizons for |v| < 2|k|. The horizon condition v + = φ x = 0, implies an extremum of the velocity potential φ.
The third RD hierarchy flow and a higher hydrodynamic system
The RD system is the second flow of the SL(2, R) Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur hierarchy [27] . For the third flow of the hierarchy, we have
Following a procedure similar to that for the RD system in terms of the hydrodynamic variables v + =
(log e + ) x and ρ = e + e − , we obtain the new system
In the particular case v + = 0, it reduces to the Korteweg-de Vries equation. In another particular case ρ = 0, this system reduces to a modification of the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, which is exactly the third Burgers flow:
Substituting e ± = g ± 8/(−Λ)/f , we obtain
The solution of the system is then given by
For the one-soliton solution, we have the kink
and the soliton
The last relation implies a restriction on the soliton speed, |v| > |k|/4.
The Broer-Kaup quantum fluid
In this section, we show that the NLS equation can be represented as a new Broer-Kaup hydrodynamic system with a quantum potential. This representation is an alternative to the known Madelung representation of the NLS equation. If in the NLS equation
we use the Madelung substitution ψ = e R−iS to introduce the density ρ = |ψ| 2 , the center-of-mass or current velocity V = −2S x , and the quantum or osmotic velocity V Q = 2R x , then we can obtain the Madelung fluid form of the NLS equation in terms of ρ and V . By contrast, we here introduce the drift velocities
We can then rewrite the NLS equation in terms of v + and ρ as
and the similar but time-reversed system in terms of v − and ρ. These new equations can be regarded as a quantized Broer-Kaup systems.
Modified Broer-Kaup system
Here, we consider the next deformation of the MNLS-1,2 equations ( = ±1) [28] 
ρ t + ρ xx = (2ρv
If μ 0 = 0, then this system reduces to Broer-Kaup system (39), and if γ = 0, then it reduces to another pair of modified Broer-Kaup systems depending on .
Changing the functions e ± to E ± according the formulas e ± = E ± exp ∓μ 0 ( + 1)
and representing E ± = g ± /f ± in terms of four real functions g ± and f ± , we obtain the bilinear representation of the modified RD-1,2 systems:
The where
For this solution to be regular, we restrict the parameters k + > γ 2 /μ 0 and k − < −γ 2 /μ 0 . The velocity of our soliton v = k − − k + is then in the region v < −(|k| + 2γ 2 /μ 0 ). For the velocity field, we obtain the shock soliton
The corresponding mass density is given by
